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FX Recipe: A Nip, a Tuck,  
A Dash of ‘Anarchy’
Now in its 20th year, FX has launched some of the most inventive  
shows on basic cable and sent several industry figures into the 
stratosphere. Mainstay Sons of Anarchy starts its final season Sept. 9.
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Who would take a chance on the craziest man in Hollywood? 

FX would. Landgraf signed a reeling, ranting CHARLIE SHEEN 
to a creative deal in 2011—if the first 10 episodes of Anger 
Management reached an audience benchmark, a 
90-episode order kicked in. Landgraf insisted at the 
time it wasn’t a “cynical publicity stunt.” The comedy 
premiered in June 2012 to 5.5 million viewers—every 
one of them intent on seeing a train wreck. The full 
order came two months later.

 In January 2013, the premiere of spy 
drama The Americans drew 3.22 million 

viewers—just ahead of the 3.18 million who 
saw American Horror Story ’s debut in 2011.

 Later in 2013, Landgraf was elevated to CEO of FX Networks—FX, movie 
channel FXM and new entertainment net FXX—along with FX Productions. 

Formerly Fox Soccer, FXX snagged The Simpsons for more than $750 million, 
and its 12-day Every Simpsons Ever binge of Bart (all 552 episodes) paid off hugely. 

The marathon vaulted  FXX to No. 1 among all cable nets among viewers 18-49 in both 
primetime and total-day, according to figures released last week. 

 Winning! Anger Management is set to debut in syndication on the Fox Television 
Stations on Sept. 22. 

  Broadcasting from a massive Manhattan “apartment” in 1994, female-skewing “fX” pushed 
interactivity in the form of email and the Web. (Hey, it was 1994.) With a slogan of “TV Made Fresh 

Daily,” the ANNE SWEENEY-helmed network featured 
reruns including Wonder Woman and a batch of live shows. 
The latter set did not last long, but some of the hosts, includ-
ing TOM BERGERON (Breakfast Time) and JEFF 
PROBST (Backchat), went on to bigger things. 

  Parent Fox built distribution for the fledgling 
net by taking carriage from cable 
operators in lieu of retransmission cash. 
Upper-casing its name as FX, the 
network moved out of the apartment 
in 1998 and PETER LIGUORI 
became president. FX debuted a trio 
of original comedy series, including 
the BOBCAT GOLDTHWAIT-
hosted Bobcat’s Big Ass Show. 

All three were canceled within a year. In 1999,  Baywatch spoof 
Son of the Beach began airing, promoted endlessly on the 
radio by HOWARD STERN, 
who happened to be the program’s 
executive producer. 

  FX Entertainment presi-
dent KEVIN REILLY 
developed a pair of pilots 
featuring onetime TV stars 
and the drug trade: Dope, starring 
JASON PRIESTLEY, and The Shield, star-
ring MICHAEL CHIKLIS. SHAWN RYAN-
helmed The Shield debuted in 2002—and beat out 
The West Wing and The Sopranos, among others, for 
the best drama Golden Globe. Nip/Tuck, featuring 
dark parables set to plastic surgery and Miami 
sun and skin, premiered a year later. 

  JOHN LANDGRAF, 
former NBC VP of primetime 
series, replaced Reilly at FX 
in 2004. DENIS LEARY’s angst-y firefighter dramedy, 
Rescue Me, premiered that year and It’s Always Sunny in 
Philadelphia turned on the lights in 2005. FX developed a 
show about a cancer-stricken chemistry teacher cooking 

meth, but with a full slate of antihero dramas, Landgraf 
passed on the pilot. Breaking Bad found a home at AMC. 

  The final season of The Shield began Sept. 2, 2008. A 
day later, a biker drama from Shield writer-producer KURT 
SUTTER launched. Averaging 5.4 million viewers, Sons of 
Anarchy got a second season pickup a month later.
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Way-offbeat comedy It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia (top)
premiered in 2005—a year after Rescue Me, starring Denis Leary.

Sheen (above) 
in Anger

Management; 
Keri Russell 

and Margo 
Martindale in 

The Americans

	  “It takes real courage for creatives 
to pursue their unique and often risky 
visions. So when we say FX aspires  
to be ‘fearless,’ we mean that we 
truly support the courage of those 
creators so that we can provide our 
viewers with an experience that feels  
‘authentic’ and ‘original,’ rather than ‘safe.’” 

—FX Networks CEO John Landgraf, to B&C

After Sons of Anarchy 
wraps in December, creator 
Kurt Sutter will transition to 
The Bastard Executioner, 
an edgy period piece to 
be executive produced by 
BRIAN GRAZER about 
a bitter knight in violent me-
dieval times. Bastard will air, 
of course, on FX, which now 
reaches 98 million homes.

Son of the Beach, with Howard Stern as an 

executive producer, debuted in 1999. 

The Shield’s Michael 
Chiklis at the 2002 
Emmy Awards, where he 
won for outstanding lead 
actor in a drama series.
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